Are You Open. . .

...to some fresh
thinking about PET?

Then it’s time to take a look at Ex-Tech,
a PET supplier that delivers solutions.
Ex-Tech performance, value and service—your clear PET advantage.
When it comes to PET, the Ex-Tech name may
be new to you. But the fact is, we’ve been
producing the finest sheet and film
plastics since 1983. With our
unique blend of performance, value and service,
you can depend on
Ex-Tech to provide
competitively priced
PET that adds value
to your thermoformed
products, along with a
commitment to service and
innovation that sets us apart
from other suppliers.
Stretch us with strict production requirements,
pressure us with demanding deadlines, or drop
the weight of an unexpected order on us. Our
multiple-line, 100,000-square foot facility is
configured for optimum efficiency, so we can

deliver just in time, all the time. And our central location outside of Chicago gives us fast,
efficient access to your plants for
optimized turn-times and minimized transportation costs.
When it comes to
innovation, you’ll
appreciate ExTech’s
expertise and drive to
explore new processes
and product characteristics. Designed for fast
changeovers, our multiple,
independent production lines allow us
to dedicate specific lines for custom runs or
experimental applications.

Delivering the benefits one roll at a time.
You’ll find Ex-Tech brand PET in food,
medical and consumer packaging, and in
clamshells, tubs, lids, displays, tri-folds and
trays that showcase a wide range of retail
products. It’s ideal for thermoforming lightweight, large capacity, high impact, shatterresistant containers, with exceptional barrier
properties against oxygen and carbon dioxide.

Ex-Tech APET (Prime) has exceptional
visual transparency and high heat distortion

properties, plus resistance to mineral oils,
solvents and acids.

Ex-Tech RPET (Recycled) has excellent
clarity and high gloss with the impact and tear
resistance properties that today's retailers demand.
Ex-Tech also offers specialized services
designed to maximize the value of your
thermoformed products, including sheeting,
slitting, laminating, coating, corona treating,
warehousing and special packaging services.

Get rolling with Ex-Tech PET today!
Whether you’re working on an idea that’s going to
revolutionize the thermoforming industry or trying to
find a more profitable way to produce your established
PET products, why not make Ex-Tech part of your
product solutions process?

More than PET...
Ex-Tech is your complete plastics source.
Polypropylene
• HoPP
• Random CoPP
• Impact CoPP
PVC
• Weatherable Grade Vinyl
• FDA Vinyl
• UV Inhibited Vinyl
• Low-charging Vinyl
• Static Dissipative Vinyl
• Washable Static Dissipative Vinyl
• Reprocessed Vinyl
NatureWorks® PLA*
PLA is derived from an
annually renewable resource.
*NatureWorks® PLA is a registered trademark of NatureWorks LLC
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